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INTRODUCTION
Dear reader, welcome to our very
first How-To document in which we
tell you how we produced the
Biosphere Solar V0.3 prototype.
Here, we will provide you with
all the building blocks of
information to allow you to do it
yourself! Feel free to give us
feedback on this document via our
discord channel or wikifactory,
and to make adjustments and
improvements on the design (and
share them via our website or
wikifactory page!).

At Biosphere Solar, with our team, global community, and your help, we are
bringing circularity and fairness to the solar industry and market. An
overview of the Biosphere Solar projects - including documentation - can be
found in our Wikifactory page. There we invite anyone to join the
development of the design and production line. For more information on our
mission and values, see our Read-Me document.

IMPORTANT INFO
Let’s briefly go over some important information you might need to make
this panel yourself.

First, keep in mind that building PV modules by hand
can be difficult and tedious. It requires practice and
it is normally not done by hand. The only reason we
build solar panels by hand is to prototype our designs
and to have the (fun) experience of what it takes to
make such a product.

Second, know that in a solar panel, cells are usually
connected in series, creating high voltage and
manageable currents. A 24-cell solar panel would
typically have the circuit diagram that you see in
Figure 2, with 4 ‘strings’ of 6 cells; note that 60 or
72 cell configurations are much more common in the
solar industry, but we are using a small size to
iterate the prototype more quickly. In addition, bypass
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diodes can be included between the strings to prevent shading losses (note
that the prototype in this how-to does not have any bypass diodes).

The third thing you need to know (and make sure you understand this before
starting), is that with ‘conventional’ front-to-back contact (FBC) solar
cells the positive and negative terminals are on the front and back side of
the cells. So to string them in series, we connect the front contact of one
cell, to the back contact of the next cell. This is done using tabbing
ribbons (also called tabbing wire): a flat copper ribbon coated in solder.
Additionally, to interconnect the 6-cell strings between one another we use
a broader 5mm bus-bar wire (not to be confused with bus bars, which are the
front contacts of the cells). This bus-bar wire, and bus-bars can be seen
in Figure 3.

Fourth, know that the cells will be encapsulated as an edge sealed
glass-glass module, meaning there is glass both on the front and the back
of the module, with a rubber edge seal. To make the module disassemblable,
we do not use (EVA) lamination! This means: no glue on the cells. The
illustration in Figure 4 shows the difference between a conventional module
stack and Biosphere solar’s design. To create adequate space between the
front- and back- glass we use spacers, which are placed at the corner of
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each cell. The cells are held in place by rubber strips, which are placed
at the back of the cells.

All of this might be a lot to take in, but when you start going through the
step-by-step process, it will all become clear.

In the building of this prototype, there are a few main points that went
well for us and some things that we still have to improve. We’ll mention
these here because although they are specific to us, some of the points
could also help you in your process.

What went well:
1. Having a good functioning soldering station with a flat tip that

works properly for soldering tabbing wires.
2. Taking enough breaks in-between soldering the cells.

What needs to be improved:
1. The soldering should be practised on old or broken cells first.
2. Buy enough extra solar cells, because the cells break easily

(especially if you are not used to handling them).
3. Pre-cut the tabbing wires at exactly the right size.
4. Use a fresh Flux pen to solder better.
5. String the cells on cardboard jigs with markings to indicate the

correct spacing between cells.
6. Do not use FBC cells as they are very tedious to solder, back contact

cells are much easier
7. Thinner glass since it saves weight, material, costs and increases

efficiency. Downside is lower rigidity.

With these things in mind, let’s jump into the build! This documentation
starts with a bill of materials and a list of tools needed, after that the
steps of the build will be outlined, and the document will close with
sharing instructions. Good luck!
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TOOLS NEEDED
In the following table all the tools we used, how critical they are and
what they are used for is described.

Tool Critical? Notes

Soldering
Station

Critical Used to solder the tabbing wires onto the solar
cells and bus-bar wires.

Wire
Clippers

Critical To cut the tabbing wire to the right
lengths. Use clippers that don’t bend the wire
while cutting.

Pliers Critical Used to stretch the tabbing wire before cutting
it to the necessary length.

Multimeter Critical To ensure the cells are well connected and
current can pass through.

Soldering
Fume
Extractor

Interchangable The fumes released from soldering are toxic,
make sure to extract or filter them in some
way.

Flat
soldering
tip

Interchangable Although having a flat soldering tip makes it
(much) easier, it is possible to do with
alternative tips

3D printer Interchangable To print the spacers at a high precision.
Alternatively, using a (laser) cutter and
cutting spacers out of the wanted material is
an option.

Scissors Interchangable To cut the PIB sealant and rubber strips it is
very useful to have a good pair of scissors.

Small
flathead
Screwdriver

Optional To hold the end of the tabbing wire as you
solder it.

Tweezers Optional Also to help hold the tabbing wire and spacers
as you place them.

Sewing
Machine

Optional To sew the oxygen absorber and desiccant
sachets.

Calipers Optional To measure the thickness of various components.

Jigs Optional Cardboard sheets at the length of one string,
with markings indicating correct cell spacing
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MATERIALS NEEDED
In the following table the materials we used, how critical they are and
what they are used for is described.

Material Critical? Notes

Glue Critical Used to stick the spacers and desiccant/oxygen
absorbers on glass. The glue must allow
polymer-glass bonding and be temperature
resistant.

Latex Gloves Critical To ensure you never touch the cells with your
finger: this will result in rapid degradation.

3M masks Critical To ensure you don’t breathe in the toxic fumes.

Flux (pen) Critical Although you could use solder wire throughout,
flux pen is crucial if you want to keep the
tabbed wire from becoming thick with solder.
Also, having a flux pen will also make applying
the flux and the experience of soldering as a
whole much easier.

Tabbing wire Critical Needed to tab the cells together. We ordered a
large roll off e-bay.

Bus bars Critical Used to close the circuit from the tabbing wire
to the J-box

Tempered
Glass (4mm)

Critical Used as a front and back-sheet. Tempered to
ensure resistance to heat, shocks, and
scratches.

Solar cells
(mono-Si
PERC, M2)

Critical The basis of a solar panel! Needed to convert
your light to electricity. Make sure to
over-order as they are very fragile and some
will break.

PIB/Butyl
tape

Critical To create an edge-seal and prevent moisture and
air ingress which would cause rapid degradation
of cells.

Silicone
caulk

Critical To protect the PIB tape and further ensure a
closed edge-seal

Oxygen
Absorber

Critical Iron flakes, small grains

Desiccant Critical In powder form

Junction Box Critical To connect the leads of the solar panel to MC4
connectors & electrical wiring
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Material Critical? Notes

Shrink wrap Critical To insulate the leads from the solar panel

Cloth Interchangable To make the oxygen absorber and desiccant
sachets. Can also be interchanged with other
materials

3D filament Interchangable If you use a 3D printer to make the spacers,
you will need 3D filament to print them.

EPDM Tape Interchangable A soft rubber tape with an adhesive on one side
and a thickness of 1-2mm

Solder Wire Optional Sometimes flux is just not sufficient; in those
cases, having soldering wire is convenient

Multimeter Optional To measure the voltage and ensure that the
current is flowing once you have finished
soldering.

Glass
cleaner

Optional To clean the glass prior to placing the cells
and prior to closing the module

Glass
cleaning
cloth

Optional To ensure the glass does not have any markings
from the glass cleaner

Cardboard
(jigs)

Optional Cardboard cut in lengths slightly wider and
longer than one string of cells
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HOW TO
In this section, we will provide you with a step-by-step description on how
to make V.0.3 of Biosphere Solar’s module. If you recreate this, make
changes, or have questions, please refer to the questions and hacks section
below.

Also, to make the building a smoother process, here is a checklist you can
use to keep track of what step you are on. They are structured in the same
order as the descriptions you will find below.

Print the spacers
Sew and store desiccant/oxygen absorbers
Prepare the tabbing wires

Measure the correct lengths
Stretch the tabbing wire
Cut the tabbing wire

Solder tabbing wire onto front of cells
Check soldering is intact

Solder tabbing wire onto back of cells
Check soldering is intact
Test with multimeter

Clean glass using glass-cleaner
Apply EPDM tape
Place strings onto the glass

Check that they are placed correctly in terms of front to back
contacts between strings

Glue spacers between cells
Glue desiccants/oxygen absorbers to sides
Cut bus-bars
Fold leads so they come out of the panel
Solder tabbing wire to bus-bars

Test with multimeter
Place the PIB edge-seal
Clean the front glass sheet using glass cleaner
Place the glass front sheet on top
Press the module
Celebrate having made your first very own solar panel!
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STEP 1: MAKE THE SPACERS
We 3D-printed the spacers at a thickness of 2mm. The spacers can be made
with other materials and in any colour. White is best for efficiency. The
shape of the spacers depends on the cell corners. Make spacers that fit in
the space between the corners of the cells, considering the cell spacing
and an error margin. Also make half and quarter spacers for the edges and
corners. Figure 5 shows the different types of spacers we made for the
different parts of the panel.

STEP 2: PREPARE ABSORBERS
To take moisture and oxygen out of the inner module atmosphere we use
desiccants and oxygen absorbers.

We used cloth to make sachets 1 cm wide and 2 cm long. Each sachet
contained about 3 grams of desiccant and oxygen absorber. In total we made
3 sachets per module, but we recommend making 4. Take care that the sachets
are not thicker than the spacers. For this version, the thickness was 1.4
mm. Callipers can be used to measure this.

Store the sachets in an airtight container to prevent them from saturating
before use.

STEP 3: PREPARE TABBING RIBBONS
Cut strips of tabbing wire to extend over the front of one cell, the
spacing between the cells, and the back contacts of the next cells. The
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length of this tabbing wire is very important, so make sure to measure it
well.

Before cutting the tabbing wire though, it needs to be stretched (see
Figure 6). This will reduce the amount of expansion and contraction when
soldering, causing less cell bending. Try to get a feel for the amount the
wire can stretch before breaking. It helps to use a holder for the tabbing
wire roll. We quickly made one ourselves out of wood and a PVC tube, which
you can see in Figure 6.

Since the cells at the end of the strings only need to be connected to the
bus-bar wire these need shorter tabbing wires. Try to cut the tabbing wires
at exactly the right length (two cell lengths plus ±0.5mm to count for the
space between the cells), because if they are too long you have to cut them
after soldering, which can cause cell breakage.

For the tabbing wires extending
over two cells, we measured them
by drawing out the two cell
contours on a piece of cardboard,
and using these as a reference
whilst cutting (see in Figure 7).
The number of tabbing wires needed
depends on your module cells and
the amount of bus-bars on the
cells. Make sure the wires stay as
straight as possible during the
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cutting, as wire bending can cause problems during soldering.

STEP 4: SOLDER THE FRONT CONTACTS
Before you get started, here are some tips to help the soldering go
smoother:

● Use a flat tip on the soldering iron
● Clean the soldering iron often
● Use some solder to make a thermal bridge between the soldering tip

and the tabbing wire
● Set the soldering station at about 350-450 °C (you might want to

experiment with the temperature to check what works best with your
soldering machine)

● Soldering solar cells can be tedious, don’t lose your patience, it
gets easier as you get the hang of it :)

And finally: make sure to wear latex gloves when handling the cells, as
fingerprints will stay on them.

We used jigs made of cardboard to lay the cells on, making the soldering,
flipping, stringing and transporting easier. We started by soldering the
wires onto the front contacts of each cell. To make the next step
(stringing the cells) easier, we already placed the cells in string
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formation, with the cells face down, and the wires coming from the front
contacts of each cell going towards the back of the adjacent cell.

To solder a cell, take a cell out
of the package and lay it on the
jig. Apply flux on the bus bars
with a flux pen (Figure 9).

Lay the tabbing wire flat on the
cell, making sure it covers the
whole bus bar and only sticks out
on one side (if it sticks out on
two sides and touches another
tabbing wire later, it will cause
a short circuit). Then solder the
wire onto the bus bar (Figure 10). Make sure to start on one side and move
to the other, as soldering at opposite ends of the cell causes the wire to
arch in the middle. When the soldering iron touches the wire, you should
see the solder coating melt. When that happens, move the soldering iron
down the cell. It can help to solder the wire in multiple steps, wiggling

the wire slightly at each step
to check whether it’s fixed.
If the wire didn’t adhere,
apply new flux and try again.

While soldering, solder wire
can be used to create a
thermal connection or better
adhesion, but use it sparsely,
as blobs of solder on the wire
can become pressure points
causing cell breakage once the
panel is assembled.
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STEP 5: STRING THE CELLS

Once the tabbing wires are soldered onto the front contacts (Step 4), you
can start soldering the back contacts (Figure 11). To solder the back
contacts, we simply flipped the cells using another cardboard jig to
sandwich the cells, and turn them over easily. Align and space the cells in
string formation on the cardboard jig, before soldering the back contacts.

For the back contacts, similar steps to soldering the front contacts apply:
apply flux (Figure 9) and solder the back contacts of the cells to the
wires connected to the front contacts of the adjacent cell (Figure 11).
Once again: make sure the wires don’t extend beyond the edge of the cell,
as this can cause a short-circuit. If the wires are too long, you should
trim them before soldering them.

Make sure every contact is properly fixed after soldering by gently
wiggling the wire. If the wire is still free to move, solder the contact
again. Once the 6 cells are connected in a string, place them on the side
and repeat step 3 until you have 4 strings (to make the 24 cell series).
Make sure to cover exposed cells to prevent dust settling on them.
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STEP 6: APPLYING EPDMP TAPE
Take one of the glass sheets and clean it thoroughly on one side using the
glass cleaner and a microfiber cloth. Then place the EPDM tape where you

have cleaned the glass and where
the cells will be. This serves
to keep the cells in place. The
EPDM pushes the cells against
the front glass and prevents the
strings from being able to move
due to the rubber’s high
friction coefficient. Make sure
the rubber presses against the
tabbing wire, since this is the
part of the cell that protrudes
most.

STEP 7: PLACING THE CELLS ON THE GLASS
Take soldered strings. Make sure
all contacts are still soldered
before placing the strings on
the glass (see Figure 13). Place
them next to each other, making
sure the front and back contacts
of the last cell in the string
will be connected using the
bus-bar wire. Make sure the
strings are aligned, and the
cells are centred on the glass.

If you have spaced the cells
evenly during the stringing,
and aligned the strings
properly, the spacers should
fit at the corners of the
cells. Glue them in place.
Next, connect the ends of the
strings by soldering bus bar
wire to the wires protruding,
according to the electrical
diagram given above. Bend the
wires going to the junction
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box (leads) at a 90° angle so they stick out of the module at the centre
top (Figure 15). Measure the voltage and resistance across the leads to
check whether everything is properly connected.

STEP 8: CLOSE THE MODULE
Place a ±1cm wide, 2-3mm thick layer of sealant rubber around the edge of
the glass. We had a 3x1mm butyl tape so we applied multiple layers to get
to the desired thickness and width. You can see us laying out the butyl
tape in Figure 15. The butyl tape also adheres the front, and back glass,
creating a sturdy assembly. For the leads, make sure to place rubber both
under and above the wires to create a good, all-round seal.

Finally, glue the oxygen and moisture absorbers to the glass in the
leftover space between the cells and the edge seal. From this point on,
make sure to close the module rather quickly to prevent the absorbers from
saturating.

Clean the front glass with window cleaner and dry it. Then place it with
the clean side down onto the module assembly, making sure the front glass
is aligned with the back glass before it hits the rubber. Once the glass is
on, press it down and leave it for some time (we left it more than 24h), so
the edge seal has the time to compress. We pressed it using heavy weights,
but this is not ideal since it is not precise. For the next prototype we
are considering the use of glue clamps.
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Next, apply the silicone caulk around the edge of the module to protect the
butyl tape from degradation.

STEP 9: PLACE THE JUNCTION BOX
The leads sticking out of the module
at the top should be covered with
shrink wrap. With a multimeter, you
can measure which are the positive
and negative terminals. Junction
boxes usually have the leads entering
them from the back. For our
prototype, we adapted our junction
box by cutting small slits so the
leads could enter from the side
rather than from the back. Connect
the leads to the terminals of the
junction box. Finally, glue the
junction box onto the back glass and
seal it with silicone.

Well done! You built your own PV module 😎

QUESTIONS & HACKS
Do you have any questions? Ask away via discord in our #burning-questions
or #general channel. Did you try out our design and find ways to improve
it? Share any hacks and improvements on our wikifactory forum in a file
called [Name of your changes]_BioSol_V.0.3_HOWTO.

LICENSE
This design is licensed under the CERN-OHL-S-v2. Biosphere EZ is the author
of this design and should be attributed when publishing copies or
derivatives. You may redistribute and modify this document and make
products using it under the terms of the CERN-OHL-S-v2. This source is
distributed WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, INCLUDING OF
MERCHANTABILITY, SATISFACTORY QUALITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
Please see the “LICENSE” file for more information.
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